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. Editorial. 
THE proclamation of the President calls upon Congress to meet in extra session on the 15th of October. The particular 
occasion demanding this action of the Executive is the necessity 
of providing means for the support of the army. Other impor-
tant matters will, of course, receive attention, and the session 
will become continuous. Among the subjects of special interest 
to the friends of education that should be pressed upon the 
attention of Congress are, first, the question of the participation 
of our government and people in the International Exposition 
in Paris during the c<;llning year, and, second, that of a suitable 
appropriation for the publication of the Report of the Bureau 
of Education for the year 1876. 
In respect to the first question, it is proper to observe that at 
the present writing the disturbed condition of Europe with the 
prospect of a civil commotion in France may lead to an aban-
donment of the exhibition. In this event no action on the part 
of our government -will be expected. The probabilities of the 
case will, however, be more apparent by the 15th of October 
than they can be at the present time. If the excitement should 
subside, and the certainty of the exhibition be reasonably assured, 
then if anything is to be done toward a creditable display, there 
will be no time to spare. The exhibition will be opened, if at 
all, probably in May. Our experience last year should have 
taught us that procrastination is indeed the thief of time. So 
far as our educational exhibit as a whole was concerned, we had 
abundant evidence of a want of sufficient forethought and careful 
preparation. So, if we are to be represented becomingly at Paris, 
it is necessary that ~ve be up and doing. Without Congressional 
action in some form, we shaH utterly fail. The exposition is in 
the hands of the French Government instead of a private corpo-
ration. That government invites the cooperation of our own. 
without such cooperation individuals will have little or no status 
whatever. Foreign governments are more sensitive in such mat-
ters than ours: Private individuals can ex~ect p~~ lit~le con sid-
eration unless the representat ives of our government are present 
to look after their interests. After the hearty cooperation 01 
the French government in our Centennial, it will be very ut) -
gracious in the United tates to turn a cold shoulder to our 
friends across the ocean. A need ful appropriation should be 
early secured, a commission should be appointed, and a plan of 
operations that will provide for an adequate display of ollr great 
educational and nat ional interests should, as speedi ly as possible, 
be thoroughly organized. 
At the international Conference of educators held at the en-
tennial last year, the United States commissioner of education 
was instructed to open correspondence with foreign governments 
through the Department of State, for the purpose of securing 
an International Educational ongress in connection with the 
French Exposition. But if our government maintains a position 
of masterly inactivity upon the whole subject, nothing can be 
accomplished in the direction indicated. Such a Congress with 
the civilized nations of the earth generally represented therein 
would mark a memorable epoch in the progress of universal 
education, and it is eminently fitting that we, above all other 
nations, should take the initiative in effecting so drsirable an 
object. In the educational exhibit and the International Con-
gress, American educators ought to take especial interest and 
pride, and they should at once set about a vigorous agitation of 
the subject. We must repeat what we have heretofore urged in 
these columns, that American educators ought to be able to prove 
that they are an active, aggressive power in the land. If they 
ever expect to become leaders in education, they must show 
themselves to be both capable and worthy of leadership. So 
long as they submit to the humili;ition of playing the part of 
underlings to domineering and ill-informed boards whose chief 
interes.t · in education is .that it affords them an opportunity to 
become conspicuous, just so long will teachers , emain zeros alike 
in their profession and in the community. A profession which 
has not spirit and enterprise enough to assert its own rights and 
prerogatives will find nobody else to perform the work for it. 
In respect to tile publication of the report of the Bureau of 
Education, that should be insisted upon . It will be remembered 
that the resolution to print even nine thousand copies was de-
feated principally through the obstinacy of Senator Saulsbury of 
Delaware, a state sadly in need of more light upon nearly every 
subject connected with modern civilization and progress. A 
Senator who represents the pillory or the whipping post c~n 
hardly be expected ' to favor the humanizing influences of educa-
tion. But the teachers and other school workers of this cou~tt'y 
owe it to their own sense of self-respect, and to the cause which 
they serve, that the little they ask of Congress should be promptly 
granted, the Senator from Delaware to the contrary notwith-
standing. Upon these two subjects, then, the Intl!rnational 
Educational Congress, and the publication of an adequate supply 
of the Report of the Bureau of Education, let teachers, superin-
tendents, aud the working friends of education be heard. Let 
petitions be circulated and forwarded to the two houses of Con-
gre~s. Let the numerous associations to assemble during the 
summer vacatIon take these matters in hand. Let them speak 
in no uncertain tone. Let them employ effective measures for 
making their ,vishes known both to the people and their repte-
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sentatives. If the interests of this cause arc to be regarded, they 
must be puslled and not allowed merely to float. It may as well 
be remembered once for all that if the interests of education 
suffer, it will be because those who pretend to serve them as a 
class, neglect their duty. If no International Congress shall 
meet, a,nd if the Bureau of Education is not properly supported, 
it will be on account of the indifference and inactivity of those 
who should be the steadfast friends of both. 
The writer of a brief essay in the June number of Potter's 
American Nontllly raises anew the question whether education or 
tact is the more important, as helping one to win his way in the 
world. Not much light is shed upon the problem by his discus-
sion; but his suggestion, that the schools should take· the matter 
seriously in hand, is well worth consideration. Is it not possible 
to so re-adjust our courses of study that the judgment and reas-
oning power shall be more fully exercised? Instead of continu-
ous work upon' books and other customary apparatus, can not the 
student at times be put upon special investigations, which shall 
take him from the school-room into the active world of men and 
things, and do something to get him wonted to those contacts 
" into which his business career must take him by and by? These 
are points worth pondering by ollr progress ive educators. W. 
The comparative views of the venerable Dr. Peabody, of Har-
vard College, concerning the old-time and the later schools, have 
attracted much attention. He avers that the schools of half a 
century ago really did more to prepare their pupils for citizen-
ship than schools do nowadays; but that this fact is due largely 
to the materials upon which the older teachers worked. Teach-
ers were not so accomplished as now, but they were zealous, gave 
much extra time, and zealously imparted what they knew. 
Hours of study were not , begrudged by pupils and teachers, nor 
denounced by physicians. The defects in the schools to-day, 
thinks Dr. Peabody, are: . First, material coming from homes 
where reading is a lost art, and no culture exists; second, graded 
schools worked disadvantageously for better scholars, who are 
kept back for worse, though this may be a necessary evil; third, 
formalisms of movement, language, and postures. He suggests 
some means of bettering the products of schools. Grammar as 
taught from books is quite useless, he says. Too many dates 
and details are insisted on. There 'should be a more faithful tui-
tion in the moral principles, elements of government, and politi-
cal economy. He proposes that the state should educate some 
scientific or collegiate pupils, as it does for the military or naval 
service. These a~e views which deserve careful, conscientious 
consideration. We invite to them the attention of readers of 
the WEEKLY, and shall be pleased to hear from them in discussion 
of these points, or any of them. W. 
PURIFY THE FOUNTAIN. 
IN a recent number of the WEEKLY, Prof. Ogden, of Ohio, in an article on "Child-life,: ' propounded an inquiry rich 
with suggestions. 
The infectious and blasting power of an evil life consists in 
corrupt action. The enriching and beautifying power of a pure 
and useful life consists in honorable and fruitful action. But the 
source of all action is in the thought. If, then, we would keep 
the life-stream pure from its source until it becomes the deep, 
strong river, we must direct our attention to pztrt.fying the joun-
lain. We cannot keep a child or youth surrounded by good, 
pure influences; we cannot control his action for him i but we 
can teach him to check the wrong thought, and stifle the wrong 
feeling, before it blooms into a harmful action. The real bat-
tle must be fought in the child's heart. Many a teacher fails to 
perceive this, and seriously injures the growth of a true charac-
ter by directing the child to -look without, at the cOlluqlte1lteS of 
a wrong act, instead of within, at its nature and cause. And a 
man who fears consequences in the battle of life proves himself 
a coward . . 
Children are too often told to "be good" without being ill-
structed that this ' "being good" consists in thinking, feeling, 
and acting rightly, and that only constant watchfulness, a11(1 
earnest, persistent effort on their part, can accomplish the des ired 
result. A good life, a righteous life, is never a perfect life, but 
rather a life whose aim is perfection, and whose every day of 
living is a day of warfare. 
This thought-fighting is not mere imagination. It is real 
work, and hard work too, sometimes. And it is something tlut 
education can reach and aid. Outward influences can and do 
affect us all, but the teacher's aim is to help the child to forlll a 
character about which the waves of passion and temptation may 
beat as harmlessly as do the waves of the ocean against the rocky' 
Gibraltar. We want to produce a c.haracter governed by prin-
ciple, not by feeling or circumstances. We want men and 
women who are fire-proof-who can stand firm in spite of pit i-
less rains-fierce winds or earthquake shocks, and who are also 
on the watch for the tempter when he comes on the wings of the 
soft, whispering zephyr, laden with moral malaria. 
The best soldier is not the one who waits for the foe to ad-
vance, but the one who goes out to meet and conquer him.. So 
the man who is best prepared for battling with the world IS he, 
who, as a chi ld , began the battle ·in hisown heart, and has fOllght 
and conquered lti1llseif~ 
To illustrate the practical manner in which this thought-light-
ing may be impressed on the mind of a child, suppose that when 
the teacher's back is turned for a moment a pupil in a sl ! man -
ner attempts to do something which has been forbidden, and the 
teacher turns in time to see him in the act . Before the child is 
reprimanded or punished for the wrong act, let the teacher tak\.! 
him aside and question him kindly and patiently until he draws 
from him the confession that he thought the teacher :vould not 
see him. Show him then that that was a thoroughly bad thought. 
It was bad because it was false; the teacher did see him; it was 
bad because it is base in any child to try to deceive a teacher 
who loves him and whom he loves. If the child be punished, let 
him understand that his punishment is the final result of his h:w-
ing entertained a bad thought. Seek to impress upon him that 
the practical way of combating bad thoughts is in keeping his 
heart full of good, pure, clean ones. But the source of all good 
thoughts is love-and love for his teacher might have saved him. 
An original-minded teacher can find many opportqnities for 
impressing this lesson, and patient, persistent effort can do Illllch 
toward precluding the necessity of sowing "wild oats," and 
at the same time promote a healthy and strong growth of char-
acter. W. 
NEBRASKA STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
ADDR ESS OF THE PRESIDENT-C. B. PALMER, BEATRICE. 
TIME in its busy round has compassed another year. It seems but a lillie while since our last meetmg; yet the spring has ripened into sunt:ll(:r, 
summer faded into autumn, autumn turned to chilly winter, and ",inh::r 
melted again into spring, Th~ <; ir<;lc; is ~omplete. The sun IS again at t" :: 
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v('rnal equinox, and with equal regularity, this Association has again assem-
bled. 
The past year has been a memorable one. It has witnessed the celebration 
of our hundredth national birthday by a wonderful exhibition of the products 
of human skill from all the nations of the earth. It has witnessed a political 
contest of remarkable energy and bitterness; a vote so close and doubtful 
as to menace the very existence of the government in determining the result; 
months of anxious suspense, business stagnation, and gloomy uncertainty; 
the flnai triumph of -law and order over threatened anarchy and confusion; 
the return of an era of harmony and good feeling, and an increased confi · 
dence in republican institutions throughout the world. 
No one can have failed to notice in this connection, that the troubles in reo 
ganl to the presidential question have occurred in those states whose popula-
tion includes a very large proportion of ilhterates; that, in fact, the danger, 
now happi ly averted, in the shadow of which the nation has trembled for a 
third of a year, is directly traceable to ignorance-an appalling mass of en-
franchised ignorance, making laws and electing Eresidents! The inference is 
plain: If this nation is to be preserved to see other centennials, it must be the 
schoolmasters who will save it! 
"Ve have assembled as representatives of the teachers of Nebraska, to take 
counsel for our own improvement and the success of our work. Enriched 
by the experience of another year, chastened by hard work and poor 
wa?:es made harder and poorer by the exceeding hardness of the times (for it 
secms to be a rule that economy in public affairs shall begin, and if possible, 
eml; with the schools), we have come together to compare notes of the past, 
ann lay plans for the future. 
The thougbt has often occurred to me as we have met in this capacity from 
year to year, why are our numbers so small? Why are so few present to re-
present the more than 3,000 teachers that labor in Nebraska? Undoubtedly, 
the extended area of our state, making long and expensive journeys necessary 
to reach the places of meeting, and the meagre compensation of our common 
school teachers, have much to do with preventing a general attendance upon 
our meetings. But it is also probable that the importance of our Association 
ann of the attendance upon its meetings are not fully appreciated. Many 
teachers say to themselves, " The addresses will be published and can be read 
at home ; what use to go so far to hear them read? I would like to go well 
enough, but it costs, and I can't afford to spend money for pleasure." 
This view is not only a narrow one, not extending beyond the limits of 
personal advantage and convenience, but it is also erroneous. -The value of 
this body is by no means limited to its literary productions. As we indicated 
l a~t night, there are important social advantages connected with gatherings of 
this kind. It is also worth something to make the acquaintance of our associ-
ates in the work, especially of tho~e who rank higher in the profession than 
ourselves. It is well to know what manner of men they are who are giving 
shape and direction to the educational forces of the state. The teacher, no 
matter how humble, who is faithful in attendance upon the various kinds of 
educational conventions in whose jurisdiction he belongs, soon finds his ideas 
hroadening, his mental vision enlarging. His thoughts are no longer con-
fined to the narrow limits of the district or town in which he teaches, nor 
even to his own county. They reach out and take in the whole state. They 
comprehend the entire system of which he is a part. This inevitable enlarge-
ment of ideas, and consequent enlargement of aims and purposes, not only 
helps fit him for a higher grade of work, but puts him in the way to get it. 
Thus from playing in the minor parts, he soon finds himself one of the lead-
ing actors on the educational stage, and in time becomes a manager. There 
is no question about the elevating influence of these gatherings, especially 
npon the younger members of the profession. If a teacher have any fitness at 
all for his work, it will help to bring it out. If he have not, it will help to 
show him his deficiency. If he be afflicted with petty conceits, it will effect 
a speedy cure. 
The effect is no less salutary upon thqse who are in the front rank of the 
profession. We are apt to aim too high-to discuss theories and plans in the 
abstract, to the neglect of questions of more pressing importance, with which 
the common school teacher is familiar. We want to be forever tinkering at 
the spires and steeples, without due regard to the strength and proportion of 
the walls. The common schools are the foundation and frame-work of the 
structure, and if we go on enlarging at the top without a proportionate exten-
sion-of the main building, we shall have a structure like the capitol of Nebraska 
-pretty much all ste~ple . There must be unity of plan and harmony of action 
among all who are engaged in the work. With an intimate association be-
tween all classes oC our educational huilders; we shall find that not only are 
the bearers of burdens improved by the contact, but many who fancied them-
selves architects will learn useful lessons from the carpenters and stone 
masons. 
We see then that even from the standpoint of personal advantage, the 
benefits of associ!1tion and consultation are too great to be lightly estimated. 
But there are higher claims than' those of self. The teacher is a member of 
an 'honorable profession-one of a body of men and women who are plying 
the highest and most potent vocation among human I!mployments-that of 
molding the minds that will rule the future destinies of the world! And it 
is his duty to contribute his mite-or rather his might-to make the 
profession better; to raise the standard and enlarge the 
sphere of the calling that gives him subsistence. Everyone has an influence; 
there is something that all can do. Little rain drops make the deluge; little 
kernels make the harvest; little inAuences rule the world. One grasshopper 
can eat but very little, but each one eats his share, and the products of a year 
are consumed in a day! So one teacher can perhaps do but little to advance 
the standard of his profession, but if each would do his part, how much 
would be accomplished! 
It is greatly to the hindrance of educational progress, that the systems un-
der which we work are constructed and reconstructed, tinkered and demol-
ished, according to the judgment or caprice of tho~e who know little or 
I)othing about the business. Our legislative bodies are composed of lawyers, 
farmers, business men, and mechanics. Physicians and clergymen occassion-
ally obtain recognition, but 0 0 11(1 fide educators very rarely. The very nature 
of a teacher's work makes him unavailable as_ a political candidate: These 
several classes of citizens, while they may be very efficient in their several 
callings, know, to say the least, no more about our work than we do about 
tbeirs. No one would think of calling upon this Association to revise the 
general statutes ; or survey the northern boundary; to prepare plans for public 
buildings, nor even investigate the grasshoppers. For such tasks as these, the 
skill of professional experts is required. But how is it in the work of educa-
tion? · At every session of the Legislature we must sit trembling through the 
forty days waiting to see what Hew absurdity will.be engrafted on, or what 
other useful feature will be lopped off, from the system which is the apple of 
the eye to us, by those who have neither the knowledge nor experience to fit 
them for sitch work. If laws are to be revised, it must be done by lawyers; 
if educational systems are to be revised, it must be done by (anybody but) 
educators ! 
No subjects which come before the Legislature are more important, 
none need more careful handling, none require a more steady policy. If we 
are to have an efficient, symmetrical, gradually enlarging and constantly im-
proving school system, it is absolutely necessal'.Y that our educational policy 
shall be shaped by the judgment of educational experts. And to be listened 
to, this judgment must be expressed in an authoritative manner. It must rep· 
resent, in name an.d in fact, the best thought, the best judgment, and the 
united wisdom, of the educators of the state. To command public respect, it 
must not only have the officia.l. sanction of this Association, but it mUJt be 
backed by the influence and support of th,: great mass of our teachers. The . 
officers of an army can no more fight battles without soldiers thnn a few 
snperintendents and professors can successfully conduct a campaign ngllinst 
ignorance, without the presence, counsel, and cooperation of the common 
school teachers. 
But with ~uch cooperation-with a strong, aggressive, far-reaching ancI 
representative ()rganization of the educators of the state, an influence would 
be exerted that could not fail to be felt and appreciated. With even one-
fourth of the te:1chers of the state united and working together as a unit, we 
should be masters of the situation. An association of a thousand, or even 
five hundred members would be invincible. With il~ active members in 
every county it would mold the public opinion of the state upon educational 
matters. It could speak with the voice of authority, and its authority would 
be recognized and respected. Thm, if we should say to our representa tives, 
U The state needs a system of institute work, and we want a small appropriation 
with which to make a beginning in this direction," they would no longer 
turn liS away empty. If we should remind them that while the State Super-
intendent is required by law to travel about the state in the performance 
of his duties, it L~ unjust to require him to pay his traveling expenses 
out of his salary, and embarrassing and belittling for him to ask his constitu-
ents to pay them, they would no longer withhold the pittance thnt would 
enable him to discharge his duties with independence and self-respect. If 
we should tell them that supervison is as necessary for schools as for work-
shops; that what is needed is more of it and better, and not to get nd of 
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what we have; th.lt to abolish the county superintendency and substitute such 
a worthless subterfuge as that in the bill recently before the Legislature, 
would be to strike a paralyzing blow at the most vital part of our common 
school system,-they would believe that we knew what 'we were talking 
about, and give heed accordingly. 
Are these things impossible? Not so. We cannot do everything in a day or 
. a year. Time is a necessary factor in the accomplishment of all great pur-
poses. But we can make a beginning. It is related of Napoleon, that on 
the eve of an important engagement he ordered one of his marshals to make 
a circuitous march so as to come upon the field at a certain point, at dawn the 
next morning. But, delayed by unexpected obstacles, the marshal did not 
arrive until several hours after the appointed time. Riding up to the Em-
peror in extreme mortification, he begged pardon for disarranging his majes-
ty's plans. "Plans?" said Napoleon, " I have no plans. But since you are 
here we will begin." 
And since we are here to-day-many or few,-and since the circumstances 
are such as they are-good or bad,-Iet us begin the work of increasing the 
numbers and extending the influence of this Association. While we discuss 
measures for improving our schools, let us also discuss measures 
for propagating our views, and carrying into effect the conclusions 
arrived at. "In the multitude of counselors is safety." Let us take meas-
ures for safety. If we clearly perceive the importance of the object to be at· 
tained, and earnestly determine to accomplish it, the way will not be wantmg. 
" We'll find a way, or make one." 
LIVE TEACHING. 
SARAH E. WILTSE, Owosso, Michigan. 
THE secret of the highest success in teaching. is the rare ability to impart and at the same time to receive knowledge. The best teacher goes 
daily into the presence of pupils expecting to make discoveries, never counting 
his gain at the close of the day by the amount of his salary. 
Pour water into a cup, and you can only fill it; add certain chemical forces 
and you no sooner begin to pour than there is a mysterious reciprocal action, 
a force rising to meet your force. So the teacher becomes the learner, and is 
made better and wiser by reflex influences . . Poetry, music, and philosophy lie 
silent in these young minds. We touch the delicate cords of the mysterious 
harp, and it is never again silent, though the first response be but a timid 
attempt at a rhyme, a weak striving to attune the voice, a school boy's awk-
ward essay at a declamation. We are lost in fear which alternates with deep 
joy when we reflect that this responsive echo will vibrate through eternity. 
The teacher may be likened to an electrifie'l medium; standing with one un-
seen hand upon the unseen mind and the other upon God's invisible throne, 
passing up and down impressions of the true, the beautiful, and the good. 
Or alas! with an unseen hand upon the unseen mind, and the other groping 
among the noxious weeds and poisonous vapors of a gross materialism. If 
parents could say: "Of this person my child shJll learn and of none other," 
the difficulties of proper education would be lessened, but every body is a 
teacher. How many nurses, playmates, aunties, and neighbors are helping in 
the education of every child in tile community! 
It is greatly to be feared that many forget that education does not begin 
with books-a fact well illustrated by an anecdote related not long since to a 
body of New England teachers by a professor of the higher mathematics. 
A lad who had just begun the study of geometry was asked to draw a 
rhombus. Confusion and ignorance of a single line of the required figure 
were Rlainly visible in the boy's face, whereupon the teacher asked for the 
ace of diamonds. Light dawned upon the chaos of the lad's brain and shone 
Ollt in the boy's features as he triumphantly drew the familiar ace. It had 
evidently never before occurred to him that the ace ' of diamonds was a 
geometrical figure. 
It seems a lamentable fact that the companion who had taught the mysteries 
of euchre had proven the first and best teacher of the rudiments of geometry. 
The teacher evidently saw the real difficulty, and felt a wise sympathy for the 
boy who found the bright-colored ace of diamonds more attractive than. the 
leaden outline of the rhombus. The lad saw no beauty in the science as it 
was first presented to him. Suppose, however, he had begun the study of 
geometry with a set,.;of blocks .an~ planes which had been used in more 
fascinating ways than the euchre cards. Would not the name rhombus have 
called up as vivid a mental picture as did the name ace? Young children 
naturally learn by the concrete. Were not all our earliest mathematical 
calculations made by aid of our fingers ? 
We should have a revolution in educational matters, if every parent and 
teacher realized with Plato that the first shoot of every living thing is far the 
greatest and fullest. He adds: ,; Many will even contend that a man at 
twenty-five does not grow to twice the height he attained at five." If this is 
true of physical, may it not be true of mental growth? Men of deep learning 
have often declared the mastery of the alphabet at five to have been more • 
difficult than that of Euclid at twenty years of age. Think what an amount 
of general information a child must obtain before he can talk intell igibly. 
Did you ever realize what a large vocabulary a child of four ye~s has 
acquired? Richter affirms that education begins· with the breath of the child, 
which no one will deny unless to present the broader theory of pre-natal 
education. 
Knowing that the.re are teachers in the street, teachers on the play ground, 
teachers of all ages everywhere, can we fail to see the necessity of putting 
ourselves with every fascination of manner, every power of mind, every yearn-
ing impulse of soul, in opposition to evil influences both mental and moral? 
May we not make learning more and more attractive. until the chad having 
drunk of the rills of knowledge shall go willingly-nay, longingly-toward 
the beautiful fountain? 
Putting a broad construction upon the parable in Proverbs, may we not 
learn a needed lesson? Wisdom, crying from her high places to the passer-by 
is unheeded. Folly, going forth to meet him with winning smile and per-
suasive voice draws the unconscious victim to her side-it may be for time, 
and alas! it may be for eternity. 
The child that seeks knowledge most earnestly will easily fall into mental 
indolence unless wisely taught self-reliance. 
Love alone will neVer vanquish the foes of childhood. The diamond of 
wisdom must cut the silken cord of self-indulgence. 
Intellectual wisdom alone will not suffice, 0 teacher; the rubies of love 
must be strung with the pearls of knowledge, or your chain will never hind 
the child to you, to duty, and to God. 
THE NORTHERN NIGHT CLOCK.* 
PROF. EASTERDAY, Carthage College, Illinois. 
TH E date at which our clock is right being the 9th month of the year, and the 5th day of the month; the correction, in hours, for the months, may 
be found by subtracting 9 from the number of the month whose 5th day has 
passed, increased, if necessary, by 12, and multiplying the remainder by 2; 
and the correction, in minutes, for the days, may be found by subtracting 5 
from the number of the day' increased, if necessary, by 30, and multiplying 
the remainder by 4. 
Letting 1Il represent the number of the month of the year, the first of the 
above corrections becomes 2 [1Il (+ 12 ?)-9], or 2 [1Il + 3 (-12 ?)). Since, 
in the first expression 12 IS added only when 1Il is less than 9, in the second 
12 is subtracted only when 1Il is equal to, or greater than, 9; or when m + 3 
is equal to, or greater than, 12. 
Letting d represent the number of the day of the month, the second of the 
above corrections becomes 4 [d (+ 30 ?)- 5],01'4 [d + 25 (-30 ?)). Since, 
in the first expression 30 is added only when d is less than 5, in the second 
30 is subtracted only when d is equal to, or greater than, S, or when d + 25 is 
equal to, or greater than, 30. Hence the 
RULE FOR FINDING THE CORRECTION OF THE NORTHERN CLOCK : 
FIRST. For the cortectiolt , ill hours, jor the months. 
Add 3 to the number of the calendar month the 5th day of which has most 
lately passed, and multiply this, or that by which it exceeds 12, the number of 
months in a year, by 2, 
SECOND. For the corr~ctio1t, ill m itzutes, jor the days. 
Add 25 to the number of the day of the month, and multiply this, or that 
by which it exceeds 30, the number of days in a month, by 4. 
The first correction, if any thing, will always necessarily be between ° and 
24 hOll rs; the second, between 0 and 120 minutes, The following, then, is 
the 
RULE FOR FINDING THE SOLAR TIME BY THE NORTHERN CLOCK: 
To find tIle time past nOO/l .' 
Observe the reading s f the clock as is indicated by the position of the hand, 
and subtract from this, increased if necessary by 24, the sum of the corrections 
for the date of the observatlon., If the result is less than 12, it is' the time P. 
M.; if it exceeds 12, the excess is the time A. M. 
It may be added that, since this clock measures accurately sidereal time, 
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the correction to be applied to its indication in securing the sidereal time at 
any instant is the same for all dates. The position" of the vernal eqninox rela-
tive to the meridian indicating the sidereal time, and the hand of our clock 
being to the east of, or behind, the vernal equin.ox 10 hours and 53 minutes, 
we have the 
RULE FOR FINDING THE SIDEREAL TIME BY THE NORTHERN CLOCK: 
Observe the reading of the clock as is indicated by the position of the hand, 
and add to this 10 ~ours and 53 minutell. This result, or that by which it 
exceeds 24, is the sidereal time. 
lt may be noticed that, in securing solar time OIi March 21St, the correction 
for the clock as sccured by the rule is" 13 hours and 4 minutes. This sub-
tracted from the indication of the clock at any instant of that date furnishes 
for the solar time at that instant substantially the same as is secured for the 
sidereal time at the same inst~ nt by adding to the indication of the clock the 
correction IO hours and 53 minutes. 
Solar and sidereal times, then, as derived by the above methods, are found 
to agree upon the 21st of March. Also on .he 21st or 22d of June the sidereal 
time is found to he 6 hours ahead of the solar ; on the 21st or 22d of Septem-
ber, 12 hour;; ahead; and on the 21st or 22d of December, 18 hours ahead. 
Letting t represent the solar time at any given instant, and £ the indication 
of the Northern Clock at the same instant, and c the correction for the same 
date, we ha\'e 
t = £ - c, 
£ = t + c, 
c = i - t. 
The first equation has been fully discussed. In the second is shown a method 
by which the position of the han'd of the clock may be determined simply from 
the date and the solar time. In the third is shown a method by which the 
date may be determined simply from the position of the hand and the solar 
tinu'. It 
For the purpose of illustrating the simplicity of the rule, I add a few prac-
tical examples. 
Let the date be January 1St. The number of the last month the 5th of 
which has passed is 12. Adding 3, and rejecting 12, we have 3. Multiplying 
by 2, we have 6 hours for the first correction. The number of the day is '. 
Adding 25, we have 26. Multiplying by 4, we have 104 minutes, or I hour 
and 44 minutes foi the secolld correction. The whole correction, then, is 7 
hours and 44 minutes. When the clock hanrlupon this date appears at 15, it 
is 16 minutes after 8 o' cl ock P. M. 
Let the date be September 20th. The number of the month is 9. Adding 
3, and rejccting 12, we have o. The first correction, then, is nothing. The 
numhcr of the day is 20. Adding 25, and rejecting 30, we have 15. Multi-
plying by 4, we have 60 minutes, or I hour for the second correction. Wh e 
the clock hand upon this date appears at 16, it is 15 hours after noon, or 3 
o' clock A. M. 
As the rcjection of 12 ~hen we are dealing with months, or of 30 whcn we 
are dealing with days, is most natural, the rule is especially' easily remembered. 
Th ejirs! i.zcre11le11t is J-the fourth of a dozen, and the multiplier is 2 , ' the 
. <ecolld i1lcnment is 2s-the fourth of a hundred, and the multiplier is 4. 
This clock is located most happily for the inhabitants of the North Temper-
ate Zone. Strange as it may seem, too, observers upon all the different me-
ridians can from it read their respective local times at the same instant. 
This is a wonderful clock. It is always" wound up," and it never" runs 
down"; it is most perfectly uniform in il~ movement .; it is always in full view 
of millions of people; and at each and every instant it is indicating all con-
ceivable times from noon to midnight and back again, ever meting out to each 
individual observer the time peculiar to his location. 
J do not claim to be the inventor of thi, N orlhern Clock, but sim p Iy to hav 
presented an easy, practical method of interpreting its indication,-only that, 
:1I1(1 nothing more. In closing, permit me to express the hope that some, on 
account of having perused the foregoing paragraphs, may hereafter look with 
more interest and pleasure than heretofore upon this "star-gemmed clock of 
God." 
INDIVIDUAL VS. COMMON EDUCATION. 
MRS. E. D. WALLACE, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
THE problem most interesting tothe American public, it can safely be said, is the grand problem of individual education. We speak of common 
education when we have reference merely to the system of common or public 
schools; of collegiate education, when half the time the so-called colleges 
are but sectarian educational departments of certain ambitious and wealthy 
.Christlan congregations. In effect there is no such thing as common educa-
tion. Like the truths of religion, the lights of knowledge depend for their 
lasting impression on the power of the teacher to present them, and the 
capacity of the disciple to accept and retain them. .. Come, and I wil111lak~ 
you fishers of men," our Lord said to the " children in knowledge" whom He 
taught. W ere all trained to teach? Were not some simply commanded, 
" Be ye f ollowers of me ?" And yet, to each of his scholars n special care, 
a particular method, was ·shown, whereby his advancement in the wonderful 
lessons of divine wisdom was promoted. 
From the heart of the teacher, come the most important lessons to' the 
scholar. Years of laborious research, days of trial and self-discipline alone 
tutor the heart of man or woman to meet the ne<;essities of the scholar's up-
hill drudgery. I have an illustration III view. A little, delicate woman who 
has just reached her twenty-fourth year has been supporting a widowed 
mother for eight years by teaching in the public schools of New York City. 
She has received for her labors one-third the salary of" the principals" in the 
same schools, and this is the burden of her complaint: " I am satisfied with 
my position; indeed it would be dreary enough to have no occupation, but 
isn't it rather trying to be training classes of great boys up to a certain point, and 
just before examination week" the principals " promote them, send them out 
as members of their classes, and iI/variably hav~ them pass examination for 
the higher schools?" "How do you manage such boys; how do you begin 
(for" instance) with one ohhe outlaws that" the principals" try you with?" 
"\Vell, sometimes I ely with them, sometimes I pray with them, and I al-
ways say to them, we have hard work before us and only so many months to 
do it in. I will do my best, and if you fail will you promise that when you 
are a man, you will not blame me for my part ? " Out of hundreds, that little 
woman has but one case to mourn over on her heart record. Is this common. 
education? No, but individual education in a common school. In a kinder-
garten school, give a boy a page of q's to prick, and a page of g's in script. 
He will assort all the q's first, all the g's next, then go off to luncheon III a 
state of triumph. After recess, inquire of his contented, placid mind, which 
are the g's and which the q's. If you particularly insist on a correct reply, 
the probability is there will be a dirge, somewhat like in effect, if not in har-
mony with, the pathetic song, "Oh Memory, Fond ~enory!" The method, 
the system, is not the education. The difficulties that spur one's ambition 
parl,llyze another's hopes. In the autobiography of every successful 'literary 
man or woman, we find confessions of tebellious plans for special indulgence 
in likes and dislikes 01 certain studies, and alas, certain teachers. Scarcely 
a poet of England has been credited by his alma mater with full honors and 
full merits! Why? because the prophetic instinct of the poet school-boy led 
him through a course of self-training, of illtlividual ~dftcatio". Let us, of 
the nineteenth century, educate every mind committed to our temporal care 
for a common eternity; butlet us beware that none <>f these peculiar gifts and 
talents are lost, for which we are assuredly responsible. 
FREE TEXT-BOOKS. 
WATERTOWN, WIS., May 2, 1877 . 
PROF. J . Q. EMERY, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 
Dear Sir :-Enclosed you will find the rep'ort of the committee on free 
text-books, and, as this report deserves a wide circulation, .especially in these 
times, when the subject of "Text-Books" is agitated so much, I recommend 
that the report be published in THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, and as you are 
the proper person in this state to whom to send it, I send it to you, hoping 
soon to see it, or a part of it, in the columns of the WEEKLY. 
The report, as you will notice, was unanimously adopted by the Board' of 
Education , and was laid before the Common Council, which body, at a meet-
ing held April 10th, by a unanimous vote, authorized the Board of Education 
to purchase all the necessary text-books required in the public schools of this 
city. 
The time ciuring which this plan has been in operation now is as yet too 
brief to draw any definite conclusions from our experience. Thus far I can 
speak of the measure in words of the highest commendation. I am confident 
that each statement concerning free text-books, made by Supt. Searing at dif-
ferent times and on different occasions, will be realized; thus proving by 
actual experience (if proof were needed) the correctness of the conclusions ar, 
rived at by that able vindicator of our public schools. 
Truly yours, C. F. NINMAN. 
REPORT. 
Principal Union School No.2. 
To the Ho"orabl~ Board of Educatioll of th~ City of Wat~rtown : 
Your committee appointed for the investigating of free text books, has, by 
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the kind aid of the State Superintendent and of the Principal of our High 
~chool, gathered the following material: 
SECTION I. Of Chap. 315 of the provisions of the State law, published 
March 23d, 1875, allowing any School Board to purchase text-books and to 
loan them as district property free to the pupils, there have 137 school dis-
tricts already availed themselves. Not much experience could be gained in 
so short a time. Your committee directed, therefore, their attention princi-
pally to eastern cities, where the plan of free text-books has been practiced a 
much longer period of time. The respective superjntendents give the fol-
lowing informatIOn : . 
, SEC. 2. In New York City, free text-books have been furnished to the 
pupils upwardS of 40 years; the teachers find by this system great economy of 
time, attendance of pupils larger, schools more efficient; no dissatisfaction 
has ever been expressed with the ,chool law on this account. 
SEC. 3. At Newark, N. J., for the last ten years text-books and stationery 
have been furnished free to each pupil at an average cost of less than 75 cents 
a year. The attendance wa~ more regular and pupIls progressed more rapidly , 
adding greatly to the efficiency of the schools. The pupils use the books as 
well as if they were their own. 
SEC. 4. At Patterson, N. J., free text-books were furnished since the 
·schools were organized. It is found a great saving, and the results of it, in 
respect to school efficiency, attendence, etc., are excellent. Tbe books are 
used well by the pupils, and the plan gives general satisfaction. Lost, dam-
aged, or destroyed books must be replaced by the respective pupils. 
SEC. 5. At Fall River, Mass., all books and stationery have been furnished 
free to the pupils for nearly four years. The cost under this arrangement was 
not one-half what it would have been if each pupil furnished his own. The 
books are now ready on the first day of each term, and the attendance is very 
much improved. It may seem strange, yet it is a fact, that the pupils take care 
of the books very much better than if they were their own. The plan gives 
general satisfaction; informant has yet to hear the first complaint against it. 
SEC, 6. Lewiston, Me., furnished free to each pupil all the books, station-
ery, etc., for the la. t five years at an average cost of $1.00 a year. This 
plan has improved the schools in attendance, classification, and in a great 
saving of tIme. The citizens fully approve the meas\lre . 
SEC. 7. At Bath, Me., the free book plan has been in operation these eight 
years at an expense of about 75 cents a year for each pupil. It ha~ served 
to improve the conditIon of the schools. The citizens are fully aware of its 
efficiency, and endorse it. Parents have to pay for wanton destruction of 
books. 
SEC. 8. The superintendents of Troy, N. Y., Trenton, N. J ., and Bayfield, 
Wis., state of their repective places that the free text-book plan is only partly 
in operation; yet they all agree in believing it a matter of economy, and de-
cidedly favorable to the efficiency of the schools if carried out complete. 
SEC. 9. Our State Superintendent expresses his opinion with regard to this 
matter as follows: "After a very careful inquiry and much' consideration, 
I am c;ntirely persuaded that the free book plan, under wise restrictions, is, 
for cities and villages, at least, every way better than the old personal owne.r-
ship plan. I commend it universally to your cityl and hope Watertown WIll 
have the honor and advantage of being the first city in Wisconsin to inaugurate 
the reform." 
SEC. 10. With regard to what our own city would need in cas.e of adoptin.g 
the free book plan, your committee has ascertained that, to furnIsh our pubhc 
schools with free text-books throughout, it would require the first ye~r not more 
than about $380.00, and afterwards about $260.00 a year, or not qUIte 30 cents 
for each child. 
This last section completing in substance the information on the question of 
free text-books, gathered from the proper authorities, your committee ha~ drawn 
therefrom, and beg leave to lay before . your honorable body, the following 
conclusions: 
I. As in modern times the education of children is no more considered an 
exclusive benefit for said childl'en, but an advantage for the whole community 
in which they live; as we hold general education the safeguard of our repub-
lican institutions; as we furnish for that purpose not only free school houses 
with their equipments but even free instructors, the adoption of the free book 
plan would be nothing but the logical result from our theory of free schools. 
2. As by this plan every child is supplied with all the books needed; as the 
books are uniform; as they are ready at the proper time; as thIS plan increases 
both the number of pupils entering school, and the average length of their 
attendance, it is evident that the free book plan makes schools more efficient. 
3. As the books are purchased in quantities at the lowest wholesale prices; 
as they are used by the pupils with the utmost care; as a book is not laid 
as ide when used by one child, but used continuously until worn out, the free 
book plan is certainly the most economical one ever adopted. 
4. As the plan has been in operation for many years in some of the eastern 
cities; as not a single complaint has ever risen against it; as, on the contrary, 
it gives general satisfaction, the plan of free text-books may be considered a 
decidedly popular one. 
5. As the sum required for the adoption of said plan by our city is so small 
as not to reach 30 cents a year for each child; as there is a surplus in our 
school fund now, which alone would suffice to defray the .expenses of the 
adopted plan for several years to come, it is evident that the free book plan 
might be adopted by the city of Watertown, without increasing our regular 
school tax. . 
The advantages of the free book plan are obvious and need no commenda-
tion. . • 
Yuur committee, therefore, reports favorably for the adoption of the plan of 
free text-books for the public schools of the city of Watertown, and recom-
mends that your honorable body ~olicit from the Common Council authorization 
to carry said plan into effect, according to the law of our State, mentioned 
above in Section l. EMtL C. GAEBLER'} 
AMOS BAUM, Committee. 
JAMES McHUGH, 
W~1. BIEBER, 
On motion of Com. Volkman, the rep'lrt and recommendation of the coin-
mittee on free text-books was unanimously adopted and the Clerk was directed 
to lay the matter hefore the Common Council for approval at tbeir next se~sion. 
On motion Board adjourned. WM. BIEBER, Clerk. 
Practical Hints and Exercises. 
Editor, Mrs. KATE B. FORD, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
WHY DO I STUDY LATIN? 
THE personal form of this subject is in the highest degree embarrassing to a modest writer. The snpreme egotist delights in writing long auto-
biographies, in telling an indiffere~lt world the wonderful things "J" have 
done and said and thought, and the curious reasons" I " can give for my mar-
velous enterprises. Let it be fully understood in the beginning, that the diffi-
dent and retiring author of this essay is not responsible for the egoti~m of its 
subject, but that the theme .is chosen as on ly less faulty than those more 
objectionable. 
The reasons that influence human conduct and choices of occupation are so 
various an.\ complicated that he or she must be an accomplished metaphysician 
who can truthfully analyze and honestly tell the reasons that lead to a study 
or employ~ent. Not half the students in a sc'hool or college know why they 
study Latin; and the reasons they do know, few are honest enough to confess. ' 
One half study Latin because some knowledge of it is necessary to gain 
admission to some desired institution of learning; and the other half take it 
as they would a doctor's prescription-because it is laid down in the H igh 
School course, never questioning the why or wherefore. And yet, any of these 
will give, on paper, profound dissertations on philology as reasons which move 
them to the study of Latin. Miss A is ambitious and especially covets the 
reputation of a close student, so she burns the midnight oil and takes pains to 
have it well known that she foregoes pleasures and parties to pore over her 
Cicero. She will tell us in labored phrases tha,t she studies Latin to gratify 
her burning thirst for knowledge. Miss B is sentimental and aspir~s to literary 
honors ; she will assure us that she studies Latin because she so enJoys reading 
the classic authors in the original. C studies Latin for the pure pleasure of 
studying. All these plausible talkers are either self-deceived or dece,itful. 
Doubtless the finished linguist may enjoy the classics in the original, but the 
stumbling student laboriously guessing out his mangled sentences knows 
nothing of such pleasure; and as for loving work for work's sake, beware of 
those who pretend it! There is something wrong somewhere, either a morbid 
mind, half crazed, or an insane desire to seem peculiar and a genius. 
I can give wise r~asons enough why I ought to study Latin. I have heard 
it discussed from my earliest childhood. The object of education is two-fold: 
to learn to think, and to learn to express thought. Both o.f these are best 
promoted by the study of Latin. For to translate the ~trong, round Latin 
sentences into fluent English gives great command of words, teaches us to use 
words deftly, with nice shades of meaning, gives the eloqll,ent and persuading 
tongue that moves the world. The study of words is the study of all written 
wisdom; the history of each word is the history of all progres~ , ar.d the history 
of language the world's history. Hence to learn words is to learn thought 
and gain knowledge and power, and the Latin language, the root of so many 
l'ther languages, is the richest source of all. Charles V. used to say: "He 
who knows four languages is fo ur times a man." Then while the exclusive 
study of anyone science can only make one a narrow, opinionated specialist, 
and the study of mathematics has a tendeney to make one sharp, incisive, 
angular, and abrupt, the study of any language, and Latin most ~f all-as its 
range is ample and includes an abund?nce of literary lore,-makes the charac-
ter round and generous and versatile. These and many more able arguments 
I have faithfully learned long ago at my mother's knee, but I am never willing 
to humbug myself or try to humbug others with an appearance of seeming 
wiser than I am, so I frankly admit all' this wise talk is no part of the reason 
why I study Latin. 
I study Latin first because a thorough understanding of the Latin language 
is necessary for a lawyer. Legal terms, legal acumen, legal oratory, all neces-
sitate a study of Latin. I take it then as a stepping-stone to my future legal 
emmence. Secondly I try to be a good Latin 'scholar to please my parents, 
who would rather have me excel in Latin than ~n any and all other branches . 
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Thirdly and lastly, it is possible for me to reach a high average in Latin 
while it is impossible for me to attain even a fair average in mathemat~cs. 
Hoping to partially redeem my mark in mathematics by my average in Latin, 
I therefore throw all my energy into what is attainable, leaving what is impos· 
sible to more ambitious aspirants. PUl'lL. 
FURTHER SUGGESTIONS ON TEACHING HISTORY. 
I HAVE a class of five or six in Seavey's Goodrich's History, and this is the way we make it interesting. A lesson of not more than seven or 
eight paragraphs is assigned. I expect the pupils to study the lesson about 
one half-hour. No arithmetic, slate, or grammar is allowed to be before the 
pupils during the time allowed for studying history. I call the class, allowing 
them to be seated; of course each rising to read. I say o.f course, for I think 
it almost self·evident that a reader will make a much better impression on the 
mind of the 'Iistener, when reading, if he occupies a standing position. 
Nearly always before they begin reading I ask them concerning yesterday's ' 
lesson. I very seldom take a book in my hand, and never look at the printed 
questions. Children relish anecdotes, and I never omit telling a few concern-
ing the persons or places mentioned in the lesson, if I can recall any to mind. 
A pupil reads a sentence. It is important. I stop him and call attention to 
it. All eyes are on the sentence. He reads it again and goes on. Perhaps 
I may interrupt the reader two or three times while reading one paragraph. 
If at any point I can particularly engage the attention of the class, I do it. 
A person is mentioned. If I know the same name occurs again, I mention 
the fact and tell them to look for it. Thus: Major Pitcairn leads the British 
out to Lexington and Concord. I tell the class to expect his name very soon. 
In the next lesson he is killed at Bunker HIll. They remember him instantly. 
I tell them that it is related of the Major that, being deserted by his troops 
when assaulting the breastworks, he was left alone, and furnished a fair mark 
for a negro called Salem. 
Thus Salem fixes Pitcairn, not only on Breed's Hill, but also in the mem-
ones of the pupils. Though always questioning them during the reading of 
the lesson, on to-day's le,sson, I seldom ask any questions on the same at the 
close of the reading, but turn their attention at once to what we had yester-
day, the day before, and even back to the beginning of the book. Dates and 
events are contra.~ted, and then one aids in recaIling the other. Salem witch-
craft is known to have occurred in 1692, from being just 200 years later than 
Columbus' first discovery. 1607 and 1609 are spoken of together, 50 as to re -
call Jamestown and the doings on the Hudson. They remember 1620 not 
only as the year of the Pilgrims, but also as bringing the first slaves to Vir-
ginia, and 1 ~o young women as wives for the planters. We always speak of 
the price paid for the women. The objects of the Puritans in founding colo-
nies as places of refuge for the Puritans, Penn for the Quakers, and Ogle-
thorpe for the poor and persecute? of all people-all are spoken of. 
History must be memorized if learned at all. Make a vivid impression at 
first, if you can, but do not fail to repeat it. Obey the laws of memory-
exclusiveness of attention, vivid conception, frequency of repetition, and as-
sociation, and the pupi ls cannot fail to relish and remember history. Do not 
place them on the floor, and while they are reading a long, dry lesson, give 
your ::ttention to working examples, etc., and at the close of the reading ask 
a question or two. This is no way to teach history, or any other subject. 
C. H . L. 
THE PRESS ON EDUCATION. 
READING should not be taught the child, therefore, before his taste for in-dependent wor\;:"his appreciation of his own powers, his faith in his own 
resources are sufficiently strong to enable him to resist the charms of a morbid 
fancy; it shonld not be taught, before he can make use of it, for the 
legitimate purposes of the art; and it should be taught him, ,though in ever so 
narrow limits, with constant reference to these purposes.-Th.e Nl!w Educa-
tioll. 
-No one can doubt the ;wisdom of the provisions of the school law, who 
w~uld ward off the dangers which threaten the country from the masses of 
ignorant voters crowding to the polling places eager to deposit votes, with no 
just apprehension of the grave responsibility which attaches to the elective 
franchise. It is not enough, either, that the voter should know how to write 
his name in some sort of cabalistic characters, which he calls his signature, and 
spell out some few words of the constitution previously 'drilled into him by 
the anxious demagogue, who would ben fit by his vote. An intelligence 
which can only come from an educated mind must lie at the base of our gov-
ernmental policy.-The Schoolmaster, L ondo", Eng. 
-It has been a matter of great satisfaction to the educators of the c,mntry 
that the National Bureau of Education has been able to accomplish so much 
in the matter ot unifyng as well as promoting educational work in the United 
States. Personal observation has shown us that, notwithstanding great ob-
stacles in its way, the Bureau has steadily grown in the confidence of educa-
tors, and in its ability to satisfy the demands of the people.-Nnu Englatld 
J ou1"11fl1 0/ Education. 
-Let district boards preserve their independence, do their duty, select and 
adopt the books suited to their needs, purchase the books in quantities, a triAe 
beyond their wants, and" shpot on the spot" the teacher who illegally intro-
duces unauthorized books. Let the books be sold at cost, if decidedly pre-
ferred; but, far better, let them be kept as district property, and, under the 
care of the teacher, be loaned to the pupils. There is then a full supply, 
unifo:'mity, a wise economy of time, books well cared for, cheapness to the 
last degree, and nobody growling.- Wiscomi1' Journal of Edttcati01~ . 
-Two great tendencies of modern thought are every year more 
and more marked : one relating to its character, and the other to the 
form of its expression. The thinking of the age is taking a scientific direc-
tion, and becoming more profoundly imbued with the scientific sIJirit, while 
the leading minds of all nations are contributing their choicest work for 
periodical publication. Not only are old sciences perfecting and new ones 
arising with a rapid development of positive knowledge, but the method of 
the movement is steadily extending to all spheres of opinion, and inAuencing 
important questions with which it was long supposed that science had 
nothing to do. It is one of the marked effects of t\"Ie recent growth and dif-
fusion of the scientific spirit that it is giving a new earnestness and serious-
ness to literary effort, bringing forward questions of universal interest into 
greater prominence, and inducing in the most eminent minds a desire to 
communicate more directly and. immediately with the people, by the readiest 
modes of publication . . Hence, in England, France, and Germany, as well as 
in this country, the best thought appears in the popular magazines. A further 
result of this tendency to earnestness, in recent peri,odical writing, is that 
authors are taking the responsibility of their work before the public, by at-
taching their names to their magazine contributions. The old and vicious 
systen of anonymous writing in the reviews is declining, and giving place to 
the open, manly, and honest expression of the writer's convictions. Through 
the operation of such causes, periodical literature is acquiring a weight and 
influence in our times much greater than it has ever had before.-ProJ. You-
mans, in Popular Scimet Monthly /01' fulU . 
TURKISH OFFICIAL TITLES. 
SUL TAN-The sovereign of the Turkish Empire -the recognized organ qf all executive power in the state. His headquarter;; are at Constantinople. 
Porte-The government of the T urkish Empire. 
Sublime Porte-The official name of the government, so called from the . 
gate of the Sultan's palace. 
Grand Vizier-The chief minister of the Turkish Empire. 
Divan-The Turkish council of state-the" cabinet." 
Grand Mufti-Chief interpreter orthe Mohammedan law and the head of the 
" Wise Men "-jurists, theologians, and literati-who assemble for consul-
tation on his order. He is mostly styled the ChIef of the Faithful. A writer 
says the fetwa or decree from him would summon around the standa~d of the 
Prophet all the fanatical hordes of Islam to fight to the death against the 
"infidels, in the firm belief that death on the battIe-field is a sure passport to 
paradise." 
Pasha-Governors, viceroys, commanders, civil and military rulers of 
provinces. 
Deys-About the same as Pasha. 
Sheik-The name given the heads of Arabian tribes or clans. It means 
elder, or eldest in dignity and authority. 
Osmandi-Turkish official. 
Islam-The religion of Mohamm('d. 
Is lams-Mohammedans themselves. 
Mussulman-A follower Mohammed. 
, ~ . 
Ottoman Empire-Another 11.ame for the Turkish Empire, and derives its 
name from Osman, its founder. 
Osmanlis-The Turks proper.-Cincitmati Enquirer. 
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Notes. 
AT the sale of J. W. Schermerhorn & Co's educational publications not long since, Mr. C. W. Bardeen, of Syracuse, N. Y., made large pur-
chases with a view to assuming, to some extent, the best features of Mr. 
Schermerhorn's long established business. Among the valuable and popular 
educational publications which thus came into Mr. Bardeen's ha.nds are 
Frobisher's Good Selections, in Prose and Poetry, price 25 cents; the Libmry 
of Education, consisting of six volumes of essays and addresses selected from 
the best writers of all countries, price 25 cents each; The Diadem 0/ Sellool 
Songs, containing songs and music for all grades of schools; The Schola1~ s 
Difl1J!; The Selwla,"s Register; School Houses, by James Johonnot, and 
A"chitedural Designs, by S. E. Hewes, a fine large illustrated volume of 271 
pages, which ought to have a wide circulation among those who build school-
houses; Tlu Pmbod), Class Rec01-d; and The American Educati01tal Monthly 
in: bound' volumes. The value of this last-mentioned publication is acknowl-
edged by all teachers and educators. To these Mr. Bardeen, or, as the name 
of the firm now is, Davis, Bardeen & Co., have added the" School Bulletin 
Publications," among which are a new edition (interleaved) of The Regmts' 
QuestiollS, and a handy little volume by E. V. DeGraff called The School-I'oom 
Guide. Part I. treats of Language and Letter-writing. Price 25 cents. It is 
a very handy manual for all teachers, parti cularly the ' district school teacher. 
This new firm thus becomes at once large publishers of educational works, and 
we doubt not that they will soon be recogniz:d as among the most enterprising 
and popular of the many educational publishers in the country.--The French 
Normal School advertised In the WEEKLY will probably have a larger attend-
ance this year than last, as Prof. Sauveur's method of teaching, and his little 
Introduction to the Teaelting 0/ Living Languages without Grammar or 
Dicti01tfl1" have become quite popular in the Ea~t, and have begun to find 
frequent advocates and defenders in the West-such as Mr. Westcott, whose 
articles have recently appeared in our columns.--The Wisconsin State 
j ountal, in its issue of the 24th inst., contained twelve illustrations of promi-
nent and interesting points in and about Madison. The contents of the paper 
were almost en ti rely devoted to an exposition of the attractions of that beautiful 
city. As a summer resort, the capital city c:1Ilnot be excell ed in the North-
west.--Flour barrels are being manufactured by a finn in Syracuse, which 
require only two or three pieces of wood-the main part being made of paper. 
The barrels are consequently lighter, cheaper, more durable, and tighter thau 
wooden ones, and there will probably be a large demand for them . 
" Prof. Thos. Huxley'has proved to his own satisfaction that the modern horse 
is of the same species as a prehistoric monster, some of the bones of which are 
now extant, who had toes instead of hoofs. These toes, of conrse, in the 
struggle to meet the exigencies of a harder soi l, have stiffened into hoofs; 
hence, it follows that all forms of life have, in the uncounted years of the 
past, been evolved from one germ, and this from what? Therefore evolution, 
without creation, accounts for everything we see, and think, and are I~Ziolt's 
Herald" 
- The 'National-New Eltgland-Colll1ll01l School, etc., etc., copied the fore-
going paragraph without note, comment, or correction, and, it is presumed 
therefore, with approval. The" prehistoric monster" referred to was perhaps 
olu-follrth the size of the modern horse, and hence, anything but a monster. 
A monster" 1/1/'0 had toes instead of hoofs ." is a fine specimen of false syntax 
for an editor that is hypercritical enough to note a typographical error in the 
spelling of the word nmlOr In the columns of the WEEKLY. As a paleontolo 
gist, also, the scissors man of the Ne'ztJ Eng land must be voted a success. 
The logic of the extract is no less atrocious than its grammar and paleontology. 
Neither education nor religion can gain anything by such travesties on Chris-
tianity and science as the above. 
An instructive and really pleasing satire on the notions generally enter-
tained by young ladies 111 high life is to be found in W . D . Howells' comedy, 
Out of the Questi01t, in which one of the said young ladies is compelled, in 
spite of herself, to respect, esteem, and finally to love a young man with 
nothing to recommend him except his good sense and genuine gallantry. 
The story was first published in. the Atlantic, and now appears in the" Little 
Classic" series. It is one ot Mr. Howells' best. Published by J. R . Os-
good & Co., Boston. For sale by Hadley Bros. & Co., Chicago. 18mo, pp. 
183. 
Classic Literature, princirally Sanskrit, Greek, and Roman'; with some ac-
count of the Persian, Chinese, and Japanese, in the form of Sketches of the 
Authors, and Specimens from Translations of their Works. By C. A. White, 
Author of" The Student'S Mythology." (New York: Henry Holt & Co_ 
Chicago: Jansen, McClurg & ' Co. pp. 431. Price, $2.50. 1877) .--The 
need of a work like this was so commonly felt by teachers of language in _ 
higher institutions of learning that its preparation was undertaken at the 
special request of the principals of several leading educational institutions. 
The scope of the work is more general than that of any similar book for 
schools, and yet within the compass of 431 pages not only has a fair showing 
been made of the literature and . languages of the people of India, Greece, 
Rome, Persia, China, and Japan, but many pages of interesting reading are 
found, which abound in brief sketches of the lives 01 the authors whose 
work; are mentioned, and discussions of the literary, social, and political 
peculiarities of the people in general. Indeed, the sketches of authors is a 
prominent feature of the work, and the few brief select ions from their writ-
ings are given more to enable the student to obtain a fair idea of the style and 
spirit of the author than as literary specimens. And in doing this the author 
has faithfully adhered to his purpose to present such translations as nearest 
.approach the spirit of the onginal. The work will find a place quite readily 
in schools where it is desired that some comprehensive knowledge of the 
authors of antiquity may be obtained without taking the time to study critically 
the literature of any particular language. Only the ancient pagan classics 
have been considered by the author, as it would have extended the work be-
yond the desired limits to include the Christian writers of the first centuries of 
the present era. Twenty pages are devoted to the Sanskrit, two hundred and 
twenty-eight to the Greek, one hundred and eighteen to the R oman, thirty to 
the Persian, twenty to the Chinese, and ten to the Japanese. The book is one-
which will be read with pleasufe by indiViduals or classes who wish to gain a 
comprehensive view of ancient classic literature . 
The Cyc/op(l!dia 0/ Education: A Dictionary of Information for the Use 
of Teachers, School Officers, Parents, and Others. Edited by Henry Hiddle, 
Superintendent, and Alexander J. Schem, Assistant Superintendent of Public 
Schools, New York City. (New York: E. Steiger. London: Triibner & 
Co. 1877).-Nothing could more forcibly illustrate the progress of education, 
or indicate the high place it is beginning to occupy in the public regard, than 
the appearance, at the present time, of a work of the magnitude and impor-
tance of this Cyclopredia. It is not only a new rleparture in the literature of 
education i.n our country, but it is wonderfully significant of the growth of 
thought in this special direction among our people. It is within the memory 
of teachers still actively engaged in the work, when there was scarcely a book, 
a journal, or other publication devoted to ed~lcation, to be found in the country. 
Now, we have teachers' libraries made up of purely professional book~ . 
Nearly every state has its periodical educationa.1literature, and there are three 
weekly journals devoted to the earnest discussion of current educational topics. 
And, last but not least, we have the positive evidence before our eyes that 
education has itself assumed a cyclopredic character. This means, that so 
important has this interest become, so great is the demand for informatiol} as 
to its ends, means, institutions, and agencies, that enlightened and enterprising 
men have been found willing to venture the intellectual and financial capital 
necessary to meet the demand in the most liberal and satisfactory manner. 
The work before us is of royal proportions, and it is gotten up in royal 
style. It makes a large octavo volume of nearly 900 pages of closely printed 
and admirably arranged matter. There is searcely a topic either directly or 
indirectly connected with education that has not recei,'ed a clear, concise, and 
comprehensive treatment. Turning to the analytical index at the close of the 
volume, and referring to the topic, Education, we find the following syllabus 
of particulars under which it is considered: Definition of; kinds of, instruc-
tion, history of education; idea of among the ancients, alllong the Hebrews, 
advent of Christiamty; school of Alexandria, Christian schools, convents; 
town or burgher schools, peripatetic schools, Mohammedanism, the Reforma-
tion; Jesuit schools; the Pietists, Comenius, Locke, Humanists and Realists, 
Rousseau, Basedow, Pestalozzi, Frcebel, Herbart, Beneke, Spencer; histories 
of education; theory of education; physical, intellectual, and emotional edu-
cation; religious education, and educational works. Twenty-five references 
are also made to other topics in close relationship with thos.e enumerated. 
Immediately following are: Female Education and Education and Crime. 
To the discussion of the former, over five pages are given, while to the latter, 
and to compulsory education, live pages more are devoted. Over three pages 
are occupied with terse and suggestive' educational aphorisms, culled from 
many of the best thinkers and writers of ancient and modern times, and 
arranged under such appr<;priate heads as: The Value of Education; Scope 
of Education; Teacher and Pupil; Training and Habit; Development of 
the Faculties; Language; Self-Education; Moral Education,-and Discipline 
and Government. 
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A prominent and very useful featnre of the Cyclopredia is a succinct and 
comprehensive statement bf the educational history and condition of each state 
and of all the leading foreign countries. The history of the College and 
University movement is also concisely given with a particular account of every 
college and university in the United States, its history, condition, endowment, 
expenses of tuition, presiding officer, etc., etc. The department of educational 
biography is also comprehensively worked up. Among those whose lives are 
fruitful of blessing to the canse of education, we note the names of Abbott, 
Agassiz, the .A.lcotts, Aristotle, Arnold, Ascham, the Barnards, Basedow, 
Beneke, Bengel, Goold Brown, Warren Colburn, Dana, Day, Dinter, Frcebel, 
Pestalozzi, and a host of others too numerous to ment\0n. Sketches of 
the history, progress, and condition of education in the leading cities of the 
United States are gIVen under their appropriate heads. Indeed, it would be 
very difficult to think of any subject having close relations to education 
that is not represented in this elabonite and invaluable work, a general 
idea of whose contents we have attempted to give. 
We have a very strong conviction that no volume of equal' vahle to the 
cause of education has ever been produced in the English language. If there 
l;e a teacher or school officer in the land who is henceforth ignorant upon any 
subject pertaining to his work he or she will be without a justifiable excuse. 
The information needed is compressed within the covers of this book, and the 
book itself can be had at a pnce that is within the means of every person fit to 
be entrusted with the responsibilities of a school or a system of schools. 
Hence we advise every such person to make haste and subscribe for it, and 
then to lose no time in mastering its contents. If should go into every public 
and private library. It should become a text-book in normal schools, and a 
reference book in every family where there are children to be educated or 
parents to learn their duties in connection therewith. The Cyclopredia of 
Education can be obtained only by subscription from the authorized agents or 
of the enterprising publisher, Mr. E. Steiger. It is proper to state in this 
connection that it is the design of the publisher to issue an annual supplement 
to the Cyclopredia, in which will be collected such educational information as 
may be of the most value and in which he hopes to establish a " central organ 
for all who desire to cooperate in the grandest aim of the human race, the 
proper education of the rising generation ." 
Correspondence. 
FROM AN APPRECIATIVE SUBSCRIBER. 
THE f~IlO\~ing letter was not written for publication, but as it tells a tale whIch IS told to us too frequently, we publish it without giving the 
writer' s name, in order that others who are embarrassed like our correspond-
ent, may find sympathy. We do not like to have our subscribers lose the 
benefit of the , paper from lack of funds, but what can we do? We cannot 
keep a ledger account with individual subscribers, and must withhold the 
paper till money again appears , The best thing for such subscribers to do is 
to get up a club of five who can afford to pay the full price, and so get their 
own copy free. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE W EEKLY : 
Last week I received a postal card, or circular, notifying me of the fact that 
my subscription to the Schoolmaster will expire this week, and inviting a re-
newal1l1 favor of the WEEKLY. 
I would be glad to comply, but at present am out of two essential things 
-funds, and employment. There is, in fact, very little encouragement for 
the common school teacher in this county to spend money or 
time to improve himself in l.is vocation, for the very good reason that the 
only question asked by the average school director is not, "How much ex-
perience have you had? " or, " How much pains have you taken to improve 
yourself in matter, manner, or methods?" but," How cheaply will you take 
charge of our school, doing your legal duty and ours? " 
In this county there are more than two qualified teachers for each school, 
but not one of them as far as I know owes his qualifications to a normal 
school; indeed, it is something of a conundrum: How is a profeSSIOnal 
teacher to live unless he learns some trade, by means of which he can earn a 
decent su'pport, and leave the business of teaching to those who do that, when 
nothing better olrers ? 
In the village, a teacher must dress neatly, go into society, and, if married, 
live in the town; keep himself well informed on current topics, aud keep 
pace with improved methods; " and for all these courtesies," he will be of-
fered the extravagant sum of fifty dollars a month for nine months in the 
year; overseeine: two or three other rooms and janitor work being expected as 
part of the contract. 
Where is the teacher to get the money for papers and books out of this 
meagre salary? In the country districts it is still worse; seeing that an offer 
of forty dollars a month, board yourself, and be your own janitor, is conside,red 
\ 
liberal for the four months of winter, and twenty-two to twenty-eight, for the 
three months of summer. 
I am president of the County Teachers' Association, and have had some 
experience in canvassing for school journals, so speak understandingly, having 
too many times been told, " I like the journal, but my pay is so small I really 
cannot afford' to take it." I shall miss the WEEKLY, but nece~sity knows,no 
law. Respectfully yours, 
THAT OLD PUZZLE RECALLED. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE W EEKLY: 
IN a recent issue of your valuable periodical, under the heading of" That Old Puzzle Again," I notice two pretended solutions of the equations, 
x 2+y=1I andY2+x=7; the first being given by W. W. DeArmond, the 
second by J. Reynolds. These equations being in their most simple form, any 
school boy can readily determine two of the answers to be 2 and 3, simply by 
inspection. , 
Each correspondent in striking out for a solution puts the_answers 2 and 3 
in his first two equations;, the first correspondent repeats these answers 
twenty-seven times, and then claims he ha~ found these same answers by his 
solution? The second correspondent" presents a new form of artifice," by 
which he finds these same answers 2 and 3 by producing them only fum·tren 
times i1t /tis solution? The equations when correctly solved give three more 
values for x, also three more values for y, either of which as trnly fulfill~ the 
conditions of the question as the two given; we think neither one of the 
remaining six answers can ever be found by the n1ethod adupted by either 
correspondent. If we take the equations, x 2+y= 10, and ),2+X=20; can 
either correspondent find any value of x 01' y by his method? If he cannot, 
we shall think his method is not worthy of the name of a solution. 
D. H. DAVISON. 
MINOUK, ILL., May 25, 18n. 
-----------------
Another correspondent, in Oswego, N. Y., takes exception to the solutions 
given, as follows: , 
In your paper of May loth, is a solution by W. W. DeArmond, which, in 
my judgment, is 1tot a solution at all, but a fallacy, and it is by mere aCCIdent 
that he gets the right answer. His reasoning is sound, till he reaches the last 
operation, at which point it breaks down, He rightly states that (x-3) 
(x3+3x2_13:r-38)=0. He divides both sides by the (x8+3x2_13x-38) 
and gets (x-3)=0. Now if 7X4=28, it follow~ Ihat 28 divided by the 7 
will leave the 4 as the quotient; or the product divided by the multiplier 
equals the multiplicand. This is not the case when one of tbe factors is zero. 
In the above case, x=3_. Hence (x-3) 7=0. If you may divide the equa'-
tion by 7 and get (x-3)=0, you may, for the same reason, divide by the 
other facto,r, (x-3), and will then get 7= 0. Multiply (x-3) by mt)' num-
ber whatever, and you will get as a product, zero. Hence zero divided by 
(x-:-3) will give you as a quollent auy one of an infinite 1tU!!lUer of jig-lires. 
ThiS shows the fallacy of Mr. DeArmond's reasonin lY . Had he divided by 
(x-3) instead, he would have got (x3+3x2_ 13x-38)=0; or 54-77 =0. 
Thus far I have referred to equations one side of which is zero. The very 
same difficulty occurs, if you divide by a. term Wllich reduces itself to zero . 
In the foregoing, where (x-3)=o, all divisions by (x-3) are vitiated . 
Thus, we start with ;:+~~; I} In the -first of these equations, by trans-
posing )' and II and d~ducting 2 from each side, we get X" -9=2 -y_ So in 
the second, by deducting 4 we get x-3=4-)'.. Now divide x 2 - 9=2-y -
by x -3=4-Y', and we have x+3= _ I_ ; or, as appears, 6=~. Yet :this 
2+y 4 
division is a legitimate process, without a flaw, save that every term of divisor 
and dividend=zero. 
A few weeks ago you published a kindred puzzle, i. e., x=y. X2=XV. 
X2-y2 =xy-y2. DiVIde by x-y, and x+y=y, or 2= I. The point at which 
I am aiming is this: When we use, as a divisor, a term of two numbers sep-
arated by a minus sign, these two numbers being equal, 7/Jill it 1l0t tmiver-
sally ltad 10 a false "esult ? (Iu one case above, (x-3) i s such a term, in the 
other, (x-y». If it can, all around, be agreed that such is the case, then it 
follows that in every case, when the use of such a divisor as (x-3) or 
(x-y) is a reductio ad absurdum, the two numbers x and 3, or x andy, are equal, 
and a short way is found of solving very knotty problems. In the above 
equations, x 2 -9=2-y, and x-3=4-)'·, we could jump to the conclusion 
that x 2 =9, and 2=y, &c. 
= ====== 
QUERIES AND ANSWERS. 
QUERIF..S_ 
[Queries and answers are invited from all interested.] 
I. Is it correct to say, "The cat layed down by the fire? " 
TEACHER. 
2. I have a ~chool of from fifteen to twenty pupils, mostly girls, ages run-
ning from five to fourteen. Can you suggest anything for a plea.~ant general 
exercise for Friday afternoons? F _ 
[Let our readers send answers to this.-ED.] 
ANSWERS. 
• [The answers are numbered to correspond with the" Queries" which have preceded.] 
L "Layed" is never correct- The 'sentence should read, "The cat lay 
down by the fire_" . Lie, lay, lain; lay laid, laid. 
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Nebraska. 
[Exchangc!\ and corrcsponde-nts will pl ease take notice that the address of the editor of 
this department has been chanlted from Beatrice to Lincoln .l 
DOANE COLLEGE, at Crete, take~ a new departure the present year in that it graduates its first class, publishes it~ first catalogue, and extend s 
it~ course.of study. There are 108 students enrolled, of whom 4 are seniors, 
3 juniors, 12 freshmen, 23 in the Preparatory Department, and 66 in the 
English Course. This is an advance upon last year, and there is a good out· 
look for the future. Repeated locust invasions have somewhat limited the 
number that had announced their intention to attend, but in this, as with the 
farmers, the sifting process has left the beller elements, throWlllg out the chaff 
and leaving the grain. This institution was founded in 1872, by the Congre· 
gationalists. It W'L~ named after Hon. Thos. Doane, of Boston, formerly 
Superintendent of the B. & M. R. R. Its growth has been moderate but 
steady, and it is now in good condition, with cheering prospects ahead. 
Ohio. 
THE annual report of ~he Dayt~n Public Schools, for the year ending August 31, 1876, has Just been Issued. It represents the schools to be 
in a prosperous condition. During the year a new building was erected in 
the ninth district, at a cost, including furnishing, of $58,138.31. Dayton has 
the honor of having a President of the board of education, E. M. Thresher, 
who is scholarly, liberal, progressive, and an ardent and able advocate of 
public schools. His report shows him to have a ~(.d knowledge ~f the 
schools. The report of John Hancock, Esq., Superintendent of Pubhc In· 
struction, is complete and satisfactory, giving such items of i.n.formation as are 
valuable to superintendents of other cities as well as to the cItIzens of Dayton. 
The following statistics show the extent of the Dayton system of schools: 
Population of the city (estimated) 35,000; number of youth between 6 and 
21 years of age, 11,253; enrolled, 5,077 ; average daily attendance, 3,699; 
number of teachers including speCial, 108; cost fur capita. of tuition in all 
the schools, $21.32. Dayton has always paid faIr salaries and has in this way 
maintained a high standard of qualifications for her teachers.--The present 
indications throughout the state show that there will be few changes of prom· 
nent superintendents and teachers at the close of the present s: hool year. 
Michigan. 
, 
WE see by a communicated report in the Ann Arb@r Courier that the township superintendents of Washtenaw county held a meeting at the 
court house in Ann Arbor, April 21St. The meeting was " not large," it is 
stated, and that we can easily understand; for though we see three of the 
leading Wa; htenaw county papers every week, we saw beforehand no hint of 
such a meeting. Why hide your light under a bushel? At this meetmg it 
was unanimously agreed oy the superintendents to use their influence in favor 
of a unifomlity of text·books throughout the county. A committee was also 
appointed to prepare a new set of questions for the examination of teachers, 
and Secretary Reynolds, of Saline, was authorized to get them printed. They 
decided to hold their regular examinations on the last Saturday in March and 
on the second Saturday in October of each year. Steps were taken to hold 
an institute somewhere in the county next autumn.--The City Superinten-
dents held a session of their association at Jackson on Thursday and Friday" 
May 17th and 18th. The attendance was unusually large, including the 
superintendents of Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor, Jackson, Battle Creek, 
Kalamazoo, Coldwater, Grand Rapids, Flint, Saginaw City, East Saginaw, 
Pontiac and many other towns. The Superintenqent of Public Instruction 
was pre~ent, and several members of the Normal School faculty. At the 
opening of the meeting the State Superintendent gave some account of the 
school legislation of the year. The chief advance made is the la~v-:heretofore 
epitomized in these reports-providing for a system of county lllslttutes and 
for one yearly central state institute not to cost over $400. On accou~~ of the 
conflicting views of those who favored a county sy~tem of supervls~on, no 
county supervision could be secured, and the townshIp system remalllS for 
another two years. It was by vote decided to hold the first centr.al state 
institute at Lansing, beginning August 6. The superintendents then dlscussed 
the question, " How can superintendents and teachers cause the advant~ges of 
the public schools to be better appreciated by the people? " Prof. Damels, .of 
Grand Rapids, Prof. Sill, of Detroit, and Prof. Stone, of Battle Creek, dIS· 
cussed this question, and the argument seemed to be very general that the end 
can be secured pretty well by first making the schools better and then by the 
teachers themsf>lves becoming better acquainted with the people and the pub. 
lic. Prof. Jones, of Pontiac, gave an interesting account .of the wor~ of the 
Association since its organization. The aft.ernoon of Friday was gIven up 
almost exclusively to a discussion of the re!atlons of the Normal School to the 
public schools. In this discussion Superintendents Gower, George, Jone~ , 
Sill, Crissey, Lawton, and Perry, and Professors Putnam, McLouth, Estabrook, 
Bellows, and Lodeman, of the Normal School, took part. There was a full 
and good·natured interchange of opinion that will be likely to lead to good. 
Some of the superintendents thought that there is too much teachi~g of 
academic studies at the Normal in comparison with the amount of profeSSIOnal 
work done ' but on the other hand the members of the Normal School faculty 
showed fo/the most part that they meant to be watchful f?~ opportuniti.es to 
make their work keep pace with the needs and opportullltles of the times, 
that as fast as the public schools could and would give to teachers a SUItable 
academic training, the Normal is ready to devote itself more exclusively to the 
special work of pro!essional training. 
=--= ===== 
Dakota. 
THE s~hool census of Yankton, recently taken, discovers to us 935 young people of school age and 464 children under five, as having homes 
within the city limits. This is an increase. of 68 over last year: Our to~al 
population is 3,101. To show the proportIOn in school the City .Superlll· 
ten dent's report is given below: , 
YANKTON CITY PUBLI C SCHOOLS: 
Report ' for Second Month of Win.ter T~rm, 1877: Nine Schools; in 
session, 38 half-days; eleven teachers (lllc1udlllg Supenntendent); aggregate 
monthly salary, $417 50 
--------------
High School, 24 23 22 36 12 7 98.6 95·9 
Grammar School - . 148 145 137 319 99 59 98.1 94. 2 
Prinlary Schools . . . 292 262 243 741 248 106 97·3 92.6 
Summary , . . 464 43 1 402 1096 359 172 97 .6 93·3 
Wisconsin. 
THE ses5ion of the Pierce County Teachers' Association, held at River Falls, May 5th, was largely attended. Pres. Parker lectured in the even· 
ing. He described the school system of Wisconsin, and showed that the 
quality of a common school depends largely upon the character of the patrons. 
He also alluded to the qualifications necessary for teachers who deserve the 
name.--In a letter to the editor of the WEEKLY, referring to what was 
claimed for the Black River Falls schools in the matter of punctuality and at· 
tendance, and our note in the WEEKLY upon the same, Prof. De La Matyr 
says: " Our intention was not to confine the ' First Rank' to a single File." 
If, instead of the words" rank first," in the Banner, he had used the words 
"First Rank," we should not have misunderstood his meaning.--Near the 
close of the Institute season, Prof. Graham wrote to the Wisconsin 7 our1wlof 
Educati01t: "The work in institutes this spring is very encouraging, both as 
regards attendancc and interest of the teachers and patrons. Many citizens 
have assured me that, in their judgment, no money expended by the state 
yields such immediate and valuable returns as that expended in tbe institute 
work. The fact that other states, older and more wealthy, have, during the 
past year, called the attention of their legislatures to the Wisconsin system 
of institute work is at least complimentary to our young commonwealtb."--
The 70urnal of Education is authority for the statement that one hundred 
and thirty strictly educational papers are taken in Pierce county.-- From 
the Wisconsin River Pilot, published at Wausau, we clip the following: 
"Too much praise cannot be given to the principal of our graded school. 
His untiring energy, coupled with his fine ability a.~ an educator, has been of 
incalculable advantage to the school, while his counsel and good jud~­
ment have been of great 'value to the school board, in the discharge of theIr 
, ' 
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onerous duties. We tl'llst that Mr. Houghton will be retained in the school 
for another year. V'Ve do n9t say that there are not many other g60d teachers, 
but we must agree with the Irishman, who said: 'You n~ay find a ten pound 
note in the street but it's best to have one of vour own, HI a corner, for fear 
you shouldn't.' ,,' , • 
There are 38 teachers in the public schools of Racine. It is a fine corps. 
Messrs. Skewes, Briggs, Smith, and Bede, each have charge of a ward ~chool. 
--There are 14 teachers employed in the public schools of Kenosha. Prof. 
Maryatt is well liked. A fine litera~y socie~y is main.tained in conne~tion w~th 
the High School. Mrs. Wheeler IS teachlllg a pnvate school with enllre 
satisfaction to her patrons. Rev. Mr. Luntz, Rector of the Episcopal Church, is 
one of the faculty at Kemper Hall. This is a seminary exclusively for ladies. 
Dr. Everhart is a veteran in the service which continues to claim his entire 
attentioll.--Prof. Smith, of the Burlington public schools, writes a very sen-
sible article upon the text-book que.tion for th~ Racine Advocate. Kenosha 
builds a new school house this summer. P. 
Iowa. 
IOWA SCHOOL REPORTS FOR APRIL, 1877 . 
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Davenport, 20 45633480 3008 459 99·7 95 P. W. Sudlow. 
Clinton, 20 16631558 1503 1120 98 96 H. Sabin. 
D' Moines (W. side), 20 16291511 1352 2889 620 360 98.7 89·5 J . H.T'om's' n. 
Marshalltown, 20 965 869 827 957 61 410 99.8 94·5 C. P. Rogers. 
Oskaloosa, 20 863 800 754 1001 261 326 98 94 H. H . Seerley. 
Iowa City, 852 780 738 657 220 365 99 .2 95.8 A: A. Guthrie. 
Washington. 20 613 576 557 372 21 390 99·9 96.9 D. W . Lewis. 
Chariton, 20 478 424 374 995 77 118 99 88·3 J. A. Russel l. 
Albia, 20 406 3771 351 61 5 38 153 99·4 93.8 C. B. Jack. West Liberty, 19 324 284 255 55 1 72 86 99 90 P. N . Mi ll er. 
East Waterloo, 422\ 387 686 59 99.6 91.7 J. K. Sweeney. 
Lyons, 727 648
1
570 95 1 149 299 91.2 
T ipton, 301 684 256 547 60 99·4 90 A. C. Ros •. 
Maquoketa, 502 472 98.6 93·9 
Wheatland, 166 152 138 17 90.7 Lucy Curtis . . 
The school board of Oskaloosa has elected the followmg teachers for the 
nex t year's school : Prof. H. H. Seerley, Supt.; Miss Kate A. Wright; Miss 
Sadia M. Wright; Miss L. J. Pickrell; Miss Alice Collins; Miss Lou J . Haw-
kins; Miss Carrie M. Hawkins; Miss Hettie S. Fisher; Miss Lida Collins; 
Miss R . O. Johnson; Miss R. Anna Morris; Mrs. C. A. Sawin; Miss Clem-
mie Perdue; Miss Erville Harris; Miss Alice Sellers; Miss Eva SeJ.lers. 
Principals of High School, and 1st and 4th ward schools, and three or four 
other teachers yet to be elected.--Hon. C. W. von Ccellen has been invited 
to deliver an address at the graduating exercises of the senior class of the 
Marion High School, June 1st. Our Marion friends may be sure of a rare 
treat. The Professor is a gentleman and scholar, in the highest acceptation of 
those terms, and an old educator who fully understands the subject of educa-
tion in ail its bearings. Jle is making hosts of friends in all parts of the state. 
--The State Normal Institute meets in Des Moines June 25th . We hope 
to be able to giVe the interesting programme of exercises next week. The 
county superintendents' convention, and the association of principals and city 
superintendents, will each be in session two days of the same week.--There 
will be a meeting of school superintendents and educators of the northwestern 
part of the state at Algona, June 13th, 14th and 15th.--The graduating class 
of the Davenport High School nnmbers thirty-five. Pro~. Young feels prpud 
of this excellent clasS.,- - Pres. Welch, of the State Agncultural ·College, has 
been granted a leave of absence, o'n account of sickness. 
OFFICIAL DECISIONS. 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,} 
DES MOINJ<:S, IOWA, May 22, 1877. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
I. Attendance up"n the normal institute is voluntary under the present 
law, and it cannot be made a condition of granting a certificate. 
2. The granting of a certificate, so far as scholarship is concerned, must be 
made entirely dependent upon the examination, without reference to other 
conditions. However, a first class certificate should not be given to a person 
withont experience. 
3. A sub-district is not a corporate body, and has therefore no financial 
claims; nor can it be held liable for debts, except as a part of the district 
townshIp. 
4. Parties living in an adjoining district cannot be considered as aggrieved 
by acts in another d istrict, in such manner as to give them the right of appeal. 
5. The board of directors can authorize any person or number of persons to 
perform an act which was within the power of the board. 
6. The president of the board should take the oath of office according to 
Art. XI. , Sec. 5, of the constitution of Iowa .. 
7. Neither the electors nor the board of directors can buy text-books for the 
use of the scholars; there i~, however, no law to prevent their buying at whole 
sale prices to furnish books to the scholars at cost. 
8 .• A board of directors can not form a partnership with any other party in 
the building of a school-hou;e. School-houses are to be under the absolute 
control of the board. This does not prevent the receiving of donations and 
granting privileges ullder note (el), Sec. 1753. 
C. W. VON Ca::LLEN. 
======= 
Minnesota. 
A GOOD report from Supt. Sprague, of Fillmore county: "Therc has been a great change in the average scholar.hip of the teachers. I am 
informed by my predecessors, and by those who were engaged in institute 
work in this coullty at an early day, that a large majority of the teachers at 
that time knew but little of English grammar beyond the definitions and rules. 
AnalYSIS was almost wholly unkl1ow,l . whi le the correct use of language was 
the exception and not the rule. But little was done in geography, and that 
little was confined to committing the words of the text-books. There were 
but few good readers. The subject of reading was not well understood, and 
lor that reason was not well taught, while in arithmetic the object sought was 
the answer. No\\', a majority of our tcachers have a good practical knowl-
edge of these subjects, while not a few have what mi'ght be termed a critical 
knowledge of these subjects. About one-third of our teachers are now giving 
their pupils instruction in elementary language, and perhaps two-thirds of the 
teachers are teaching En~lish grammar in such a way that it will be of some 
practical benefit to the pupils. A large proportion of our teachers have quite 
a thorough knowledge of arithmetic, while their pupils give more thorough 
analysis, and have a better understanding of principles than heretofore. The 
philo.ophy of geography, or the dependence of certain great facts upon other 
facts, are familiar to many of our teachers. The facts of mathematical and 
phYSical geography are not only understood but taughL" 
Kentucky. 
IN LOCO PARENTIS. 
WE believe that a teacher, when employed by school directors, receives from them the authority to use all those means necessary to make his school a suc-
cess, which he does not possess in His own indefeasible right. He has the 
right, while in charge of the premi~es, to eject any intruder who may come 
to create disorder; he has the right to deiend himself from personal violence, 
and his property from willfu l damage. But he receives from the trustees the 
right to so manage the school as to, promote lh" objects for which the school 
ha~ been established. It sometimes becomes necessary to administer to a 
child such punishment as a wise and loving parent would administer. There 
are very few parents or children who have not had some experience in .differ-
ent kinds of punishment, and that of switching is most frequent ly adopted 
because it is less difficul t of application, and, in fact, is less humiliating than 
other modes of punishment. Personally I would rather my chi ld should be 
whipped with a switch than with the tongue. A few bitter, sarcastic words 
will aronse in the child a rebellious spirit that will last long after a whipping 
has been forgotten. A child can easily perceive the spirit of the teacher 
when he receives the punishment, and if, as is usually the case, the teacher is 
reluctant to administer the deserved switching, it is soon forgotten and for-
given; but when a child hears the sharp words of his te~cher, he broods over 
them for days and months, and they make him worse instead of better. 
These thoughts have been suggested by a case in Washington county, wherein 
A. S. Loventhal, a teacher, has been fined by a magistrate for infl icting cor-
poral punishment upon one of his pupils. All the facts in the case could not 
have been shown at the trial, or certainly the magistrate was biased by preju-
dice against Loventhal, whose 'patrons at once assembled and passed a series 
of resolutions, entirely exonerating him from all charges of cruelty or ineffi-
ciency. Mr. Loventhal is an amiable gentleman, and not one who would be 
gnilty of any excess in punishing pupils; of this we are confident, and the 
resol utions sustain us in our opinion. We would like to see the case go up 
to a higher court, but litigation is a luxury too expensive for teachers; and, 
therdore, they must sometimes submit to abuse, when they would be justified 
in demanding justice. of the court of final jurisdiction. 
Illinois. 
[Thc lllinoi. cxchanl:cs should bc sent to thc editor of this dcpartDlcnl.] 
THE Danville Nnus has the following from its Ridge Farm correspondent ; "Our school is doing well ; the teachers are hard at work. W. H. 
Chamberlain will teach another yellr; that means success to our school. He 
intends to go into the country and lecture on education,and call the attention • 
of the people to the educational privileges of Ridge Farm.--A teachers' 
institute will be conducted at Delavan from July 30th to August 17th. Hon. 
Newton Bateman will lecture at some time during the institute, and other 
distinguished edlicators will also favor the people with addresses during the 
sesion.--It costs the viUal;(e of Dwight $1.26 per pnpil for school expenses , 
per month, Streator 96 cents, Pontinc $ 1.00. 
The Peor~a Connty Teachers' Drill Institute for 1877, will be held in Elm-
.' wood, Peoria County. Commencing August 6th, it will continue four weeks. 
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Two classes will be formed; one for" Fir.t Grade Certificate" work, the 
other for Sccond Grade. H. C. Cox of Knox College, will conduct the classes 
in Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Zoology, and Arithmetic; Miss A. M. Som-
ers of Farmington High School, the classes in Botany, History, Geography, and 
Algebra; the county superintendcnt, the classes in Language, Grammar, Read-
ing, and School Law. In ordcr to make the work easier and at the same time 
more effective to the individual, a te~t examination will be given to any who 
de,ire it, on Thursday, August 2d, at the Elmwood High School Building. 
All teachers (Icl; iring to attend, are earnestly requested to no:ify me by postal, 
by the middle of Junc, specifying the class he or she wishes to enter. A 
.. training class" composed of volunteers , who will give" teaching exercises," 
is dc, ired, and any who wish to join it will please notify me. Tuition $4.00. 
. Board $3.00 and $4.00 per week. The Illinois Central Fair Commi ttce has 
offercd a premium for the be, t programme for Ungraded Schools. Each 
teacher dcsiring- to compete for this premium, is requcsted to fi le a copy of 
his or her programme in this office, by Sept. 1St, 1877. 
MARY W. WHtTESIDE, County Supt. of Schools. 
E. [I. Prindlc remains at Whitehall next year.--J. G. Shedd is elected 
superintendent of the Danville schools.--What has become of the State 
Principals' Association? At the last meeting, which was held at Rock I sland, 
December, 1875, the day before the beginning of the general association, it 
was deCided to hold no session at the usual time in 1876, on account of the 
general disposition to visit Philadelphia. It was understood, if we mistake 
not, that the summer meetings would be continued after 1876. How is it? 
The offi cers elected at Rock Island were M. L. Seymour, president, and M. 
Andrews, C. E . Mann, and A. H arvey, Ex. Com. The association should not 
be permitted to die. It never did quite the work it shoud have done, we 
think, hut jt did excellent service, and can be made to conform to the ideal of 
principals' mectings. Shall we have a meeting this year near the close of the 
summer, or. with the general Association during the holidays? Let those who 
are interested speak out.--The annual oratorical contest between the col-
leges of the state wi ll take place, this year, at Monmouth. The Wesleyan 
University, that carried off the honors two years ago, hcld a preliminary con-
test to select an orator and alternate, on the evening of May 22d. Six candi-
dates presented orat ion~ viz. : Messrs. Pumphrey, Hicknlan, Janes, Burns, and 
Motter, and Miss Ryburn . The performances were alike creditable to the 
institution and to the speakers. By the deCision of the judges, the first place 
was a~signed to Mr. Motter, and the second to Miss Ryburn .--S. E. Beede, 
who taught in this state several years, and more recent ly in Keokuk, has 
dropped his pedagogical dign ities and joinedth~ noble ' army of. mis$ i.onarie~. 
He represenls Robert S Davis & Co., and I1lmols, Iowa, and MISSO UTI constI-
tute his lerritory. His headquarters are at K eokuk. The appointment of a 
western agent by thi~ House indicates a change from the conservat ive policy 
of the past to a more aggressive pol icy in the future.--The Illinois Legisla-
lature calmly expired on the 24th of May. Like many another celebri ly, il 
died hequeathing much unfinished work to its successor. It dealt "ery gen-
erously by the state edul!ational institutions, and, with almost equal 'generosity, 
it disturbed the chool law but little if any. As we have stated before, the 
lext-book bill ingloriously perished. For this we return devout thanks. Somc 
of the school bills proposed had excellent points in them, but their failure to 
pass is On the whole rather a cause of congratu lation than regret. The law 
does fairly as it is, and most of the changes proposed were not in the right 
direction. Of one thing we feel assured : If the State Association will settle 
upon one or two things most needed, and will appoint proper persons to 
interest themselves in its behalf , those things can be incorporated into the 
school law. There are two or three changes that should be made. What they 
are we leave for a -future number.--Dr. J . M. Gregory of Champaign Uni-
versity, is expccted to give an address at the tenth anniversary of Princeton 
High School, June 8th. Twenty-four pupils-twelve of each sex-are to 
graduate at the same time. 
Later Educational News. 
CALIFORNIA.-MiIIS Seminary, at Brooklyn, has been given to trustees, with its grounds, furniture, cabinet, and library , to be used as a college 
for women. 
Il\OIANA.-Mr. Woodrufr's scientific trip around the world will commence 
next October. The expenses for two years will be $5,000. A corps of ten 
professors is to give instruction to the itudents, the number of whom will be 
eighty. . ' 
IOwA.-The women of Des Moines are contributing liberally toward a fund 
for a pl ofessor's chair for women in Simpson Centenary College, located at 
Indianola, Warren county. W,omen only are contributors.--The Weekly 
Oskaloosa Herald comes to us fqr the first time this week. It contains a lively 
educational department, edited by J. W. Johnson, county superintendent. 
Supt. Johnson is one of the most active of I owa's county superintendents, 
who seem to be, judging from the numerous subscriptions to the WEEKLY 
received trom them, an energetic and well educated class of men. See the 
announce~ent of their meeting at Des Moines next month. 
WISCONSIN.-The Milwaukee School Board estimate the cost of the public 
schools for the next year at $188,000.--Hon. ''''T. H . Chandler, one of the 
Board of Normal School Regents, has been mentioned by seve~al papers of 
the state as a suitable candidate for Superintendent of Public Instruction, on 
the Republican ticket.--A new interest has been awakened at Beaver Dam, 
in - the Wayland I nstitute at that place. Quite a handsome sum of money 
~as been contributed by the citizens for repairing the buIlding and heautify-
mg the grounds of the institute.--It is stated that Prest. and Mrs. Arey 
have sold the school at Yonkers, which they purchased a year ago. 
I LLlNOIS.- The Legislature of Illinois have appropriated to the Industrial 
University the sum of seventy thousand dollars. Forty thousand dollars of 
this sum are for the erection of a new chemical laboratory bui lding, to includ e 
two laboratories for general chemistry, a laboratory for agricultural chemistry, 
a pharmaceut ical and a metallurgical laboratory, besides lecture rooms, stqre 
rooms, a balance room, a photographic atelier, and the professor's private lab-
oratory. The remainder of the appropriations is for library, cabinets, green-
house, and botanical laboratory, taxes, repairs, etc. No appropriation made this 
sess ion passed by larger maj orities, and with 50 little opposition. The annual 
commencement exercises will occur June 6th. The graduating class numbers 
forty .--The Senate has confi rmed the fo llowing appointments of the Gov-
ernor as members of the State Board of Education: Michael Donahue, De-
witt ; Isaac Lessem, Adams.--Senate bill 220, establishing a State Ilistori-
cal Lihrary and Natural History Museum in the capitol, passed-85 to 35. It 
provides for arranging and classifying the geological specimens now owned by 
the ,tate, and such duplicate specimens as are not needed in the museum at 
Normal, in the west wing of the capltol.--Nine pupils have graduated fr011l 
the West Side H igh School, at Champaign, into the State In dustrial Univer-
sity. The , choul is said to be in excellent condition under the principal5hip 
of W. H. Lanning.--An examination of candidates for cadetship at An-
napolis was begun at Champaign last Friday. The board of examiners con -
sisted of Prof. E. G~stIl1an, Decatur; Col. W. P. Chandler, Danville; and 
Prof. J . C. Pickard, Champaign. 
EDUCATIONAL CALENDAR. 
[Announcements of educational gatherings. in all P:l.rls of the coulIlry, arc invited for in-
sertion 111 thi s list.] 
J UNE I. Kentucky Teachers' Association, Maysville, 2 days. 
" 2. Union T eachers' Association, Palmyra, Wis. 
II . Normal Institute, Caledonia, Ohio, 6 weeks. 
12. Normal Institute, Mishawaka, Indiana, I week . 
25 . State Normal Institute, DesMoines, Iowa, 4 days. 
28. County Superintendents' Convention, DesMOIncs, Iowa, 2 days. 
28. Assoc. of Principals and City Superint 's, DesMoines, la., 2 days. 
JULY 3. Ohio State T eachers' Association, Put in B:lY, 3 days. 
" 8. Normal Institute, Wenona, Ill., 4 weeks. 
9. American Institute of Instruction, Montpelier, VI. 
10. French Normal School, Amherst Coll ege, 6 weeks. 
10. American Philological Association, Baltimore, Md .,. 3 days. 
10. Educational Association oC Virginia, Fn:dericksburg, 3 days. 
12. Maryland State Teachers' Association, Easton. 
13. Iowa County Superintendents, Algona, 3 days. 
23. Frankfort (Ind_) Normal School, 6 weeks. 
23. Normal School Lisbon, Ohio, 5 weeks. 
30. Teachers' Institute, Delavan, Ill., 3 weeks. 
AUG. 6. Peoria County Teachers' Drill Institute, E lmlV,)od, II I., 4 weeks. 
14. National Educational Association, Louisville, Ky. 
29. Arkansas State Teachers' Association. 
NEW BOOKS. 
[A 1lybGlok 1lamcd in tltis list, or in. our Notes , may be obtained by Joywardingtll-c price 
to the publishers o/tl" WIlEKLY.] 
Authors. 1 itles. 
A Beginning in German, Bds., 
Academy Sketches, Descriptive Notes by uNcmo," 
A Century of Nursing, pp. ' 33. Pap. 
Baldauf & U1bricht,-The ProgressI ve T ransla tor, Bds. 
Bessr: or The Fatal Consequence of Telling Lies, PP.76, 
Uric Honors (Jericho Series, No.2), pp. 218, 
Cook (R ev. Tos.). To all People. Sermons , etc., by Moody, 
Crosby, D. b ., (Howard,)Pulpit Teachings on Gr. Sub. , 
Dickens (Charles),David Copperfield, 2 volo .pp. 446,460, 
Dot and Di me, pp. 162, 
Ella's Half Sovereign, pp. iv, 316, 
Format Fraternity, pp. 87. F lex., 
Fox, D. D., (H. 1. ), The Student's Commonplace Book 
Frobisher (J.E.), Good Selections, No.2, pp. 160, New is'. 
Froude (las. A.), Short Studies on Great Subjects, 3d $C. 
Grey (lIffs.) The Flirt, Pl" '97, New Ed., 
Halen (R . J .), Hortense, pp. 64, trans. , 
Handbook for Hospital Visitor.;, No. '3, pp. '57, Ftex. 
H andbook for Visitors to the P oor-House, No. 12 PP. 75 
Haskins (Rev D .G.), A BriefAc. oftheUmv. oftheSolllh 
Heywood (J. C.), How they Strike me, these Author.;, ' 
Known too Late pp. 368, 
M.ason (F. H.), fhe Forty-second Ohio Infantry, pp. 307, 
N!neteen Beautiful Years, New ed., pp. 24 1 , 
Nissen (J.), Erzahlungen aus den vierEvangelien 
Peres (j.].), The Chil?',s Arithmetic Examp. B'k: 2ded. 
Polla rd (M. M.), Nelhe s Secret, pp. Vii, '12, 
Porter, Helps to Official Member.; of the M .E . Ch.,pp.ISo, 
Post (Hoyt), Michigan ; Revised Rules of the Courts 
Prentiss (Geo. L.), Our National Bane pp. 124 Pap. ' 
Robin~on (W. S.), "Warrington" Pen Portrai~, pp. 592, 
Th~ DIadem of, School Songs, New issue, ills., pp. I60, 
Weitzman (C. F .), Manual of Musical Theory, pp. '1l9, 
P1tVLisltCYs. Prices. 
(J. B. Hreger & Sons) S .30 
(G. P. Putnam's Sons) .75 
(G. P . Putnam's Sons) .50 
(J. B . .Hre!>er & Sons) .40 
(Kelley, Plet & Co.) .40 
(jansen, McClurg & Co.) 1.00 
~E. B. Treat) 2.00 G. P. Putnam's Sons) .10 Hurd & Hou~hton ) 4.00 (A. K. Loring) 1.00 
(Robert Carter & Bros.) 1.25 
(Nelson & PhIllips) .75 
(~. S. Barnes & Co. ) 4 50 
(Davis, Bardeen & Co.) .40 
(Scribner, Armstrong & Co.) ' .50 
~T. B. Peterson & Bros. ) 1.00 Kelly, Plet & Co.) .40 G. P. Putnam's Sons) .50 
(G. P. Putnam's Sons .50 
(E . P. Dutton & Co.) .15 
(J. P . Lippincott & Co.) 1.50 
(Kelly, Plet & Co.) 1.25 
(Cobb, Andrews & Co.) 2.00 
(Harper & Bros.) 1.00 
(American Tract Society) .50 
(A, F . Dod & Co.) .15 
(Robert Carter & Bros.) 1.00 
(Netson & Phillips) 'So 
(Richmond, Backus & Co.) 3.00 
(A. D . F. R andolph & Co.) .50 
(A. WillIams & Co.) 2.50 
(Davis, Bardeen & Co.) _50 
(W. A. Pond & Co.) '.50 
l 
